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Flash fiction based on this prompt:
A Vtuber has an avatar that grows with donations. It seems that she’s growing with her
avatar.

Contains: Breast Expansion

The Avatar

Amanda slid back in her high-performance gaming chair, sitting up straight. She
went through her informal checklist. Mic position, check. A big mug of water with
lemons, check. She activated test mode on her camera and moved her head around,
mouthing words and facial expressions to make sure her virtual avatar was working
properly.

“Kimiko,” Amanda’s online persona, was a pink-haired catgirl with bright
crimson eyes. For tonight’s stream, Kimiko was wearing a red and black schoolgirl
uniform. The necktie was undone, revealing a generous amount of pale white
virtual cleavage.

Amanda herself was only a C-cup, but she’d always wanted to be bigger. She
configured Kimiko with F-cups, which she was certain played a big part in her
online success. Tonight, Amanda was going to take advantage of her thirsty fandom
in the most direct way she ever had. A friend had hooked her up with an addon that
linked to her live donations, and Amanda was eager to test it out. Switching the test
camera off, she adjusted her bra straps. They’d been pinching her shoulders for the
past half hour, but she assumed the older bra had simply shrunk in the wash.

“Konichiwa, Mina-san!!”

Kimiko smiled for the feed while Amanda watched the viewer numbers go up.

“I know you’re all excited to hear what I thought of the Barbie Movie, but first, I
want to tell you about a new feature I added. A lot of you expressed some…
appreciation for my girls, and a few naughty viewers want them even bigger. Now
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you can! For every hundred dollars in donations you guys make, I’ll grow a full cup
size! Sugoi!”

Amanda waved both hands, grinning widely as Kimiko matched her gesture.

The donations poured in. The most Kimiko had made in a single stream had never
topped 200, but tonight, she broke that barrier in the first ten minutes.

“… And I loved when she went through all those outfits in the—Oh! Another
fifty? OppaiLover23, arigato gozaimasu!!”

Amanda felt her bra digging into her shoulders and back, itching to adjust them.
But even though her real self wasn’t shown on camera, Kimiko would follow her
movement, and her viewers would see it.

“… Then when all the Kens—oh wow, I mean, ara ara, you guys really want to see
me big, huh?”

Kimiko was up to an L-cup, and though her virtual outfit adjusted with her
virtual body, the bottom third of Amanda’s stream was nothing but cleavage. The
avatar looked down at herself, then gasped.

Feeling her troublesome undergarment break, Amanda looked down to see a pair
of tits the size of cantaloupes filling out her gray tank top. She glanced back at her
monitor and saw Kimiko staring into her simulated cleavage.

“Eto… thank you all so much for your donations! As you can tell, I loved the
movie very much, and I hope you’ll all go see it. I have to end the stream early,
gomenasai!”

Kimiko blew kisses to the audience as the number on her donation number
clicked ever higher. Her virtual breasts swelled larger and larger until Amanda
clicked off the stream.

Amanda slumped back in her chair, feeling an unfamiliar weight on her chest.
Free to move, she gripped a handful of breast flesh in each hand. She was bigger
now than the F-cup Kimiko had been before the stream.

She needed to DM her friend.

Later. She would DM him later.
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